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In many applications of wireless sensor networks, sensor nodes are manually deployed in
hostile environments where an attacker can disrupt the localization service and tamper
with legitimate in-network communication. In this article, we introduce Secure Walking
GPS, a practical and cost effective secure localization and key distribution solution for real,
manual deployments of WSNs. Using the location information provided by the GPS and
inertial guidance modules on a special master node, Secure Walking GPS achieves accurate
node localization and location-based key distribution at the same time. We evaluate our
localization solution in real deployments of MicaZ. Our experiments show that 100% of
the deployed nodes localize (i.e., have a location position) and that the average localization
errors are within 1–2 m, due mainly to the limitations of the existing commercial GPS
devices. Our further analysis and simulation results indicate that the Secure Walking
GPS scheme makes a deployed WSN resistant to the Dolev-Yao, the wormhole, and the
GPS-denial attacks, the scheme is practical for large-scale deployments with resource-con-
strained sensor nodes and has good localization and key distribution performance.

� 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are envisioned to be
widely used in medical, military, and environmental mon-
itoring applications. A future WSN might consist of hun-
dreds to thousands of deployed sensor nodes which are
expected to self-organize into an autonomous network,
perform desired sensing tasks, and react properly to the
environment or specific events.

Localization is one of the most important services pro-
vided by a WSN, because in most applications we are inter-
ested not only in the types of events that have taken place,
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but also in where the events have taken place. For example,
sensor nodes can be deployed along the border of a re-
stricted area to detect intruding targets [2] or they can
be scattered in a thicket to monitor sunlight and carbon
dioxide concentration at different locations [3]. In addition,
the normal operation of many other WSN services depends
on the correct knowledge of node locations. For example,
the geographic forwarding [4,5] protocol makes routing
decisions based on the locations of individual sensor
nodes. Hence, the locations of the deployed sensor nodes
need to be determined accurately.

In many cases, a WSN is manually deployed in a poten-
tially hostile environment and left unattended for a long
period of time. As a result, it is vulnerable to various at-
tacks during and after its deployment. An attacker usually
launches a malicious attack for three purposes: (1) to steal
sensitive data from legitimate messages, (2) to inject false
messages into the network, and (3) to disrupt the normal
operation of WSN services and applications. Therefore, to
ensure that a WSN operates as expected, it is crucial that
ization and key distribution for wireless sensor networks, Ad Hoc
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WSN designers consider potential attacks and include
countermeasures in their designs. In this work, we focus
on three typical types of attacks: the Dolev-Yao, the worm-
hole, and the GPS-denial attacks, and present an integral
solution to secure localization and key distribution in man-
ual deployments of large-scale WSNs.

The major contributions of this work are: (1) a practical
localization protocol which is secure against the three
aforementioned attacks; (2) an integrated localization and
key distribution protocol that keeps key sets on deployed
nodes very small; thereby meeting memory constraints,
and ensures network communication connectivity and pro-
tection against wormhole attacks; (3) a security analysis
demonstrating the correctness of our solution; and (4) a
performance evaluation using parameters from a real
WSN deployment, which demonstrates: a high localization
accuracy, that almost all nodes are localized, the excellent
scaling properties to networks of at least size 1000, the
excellent performance even in the presence of realistic
irregular communication ranges, and low overhead.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. We pres-
ent our Secure Walking GPS solution in Section 2 and its
security analysis in Section 3. We present the evaluation
of our secure localization and key distribution in Section
4. In Section 5 we present the related work and discuss
their limitations and conclude our work in Section 6.
2. Secure localization system design

An alternative to the Secure Walking GPS localization
scheme is enabling each sensor node with GPS capabilities.
This monolithic solution is both expensive and inefficient.
In the Secure Walking GPS architecture, however, the sys-
tem is decoupled into two main components: the master
node and the sensor node, as depicted in Fig. 1.

In our solution the master node is present during the
deployment of nodes. The master node obtains its current
location from an onboard GPS device, and sends it to each
newly deployed sensor node wirelessly. An inertial guid-
ance (IG) module complements the function of GPS on
the master node. The IG module uses motion and rotation
sensors to continuously capture the orientation and veloc-
Master Node Sensor Node

Fig. 1. Decoupling of the Secure Walking GPS localization system into
two components: the master node (enabled with a GPS and inertial
modules) and the sensor node.
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ity of the deployer, and estimates the master node’s loca-
tion (still represented using GPS coordinates) via dead
reckoning [6]. Since the IG module does not depend on
external resources, it is always available and it serves as
a backup source of current location during a GPS-denial at-
tack. Communication keys, for neighborhood communica-
tion, are also distributed efficiently to sensor nodes
during the node localization process.

This architecture enabled us to push all complexity de-
rived from the interaction with the GPS device to a single
node, the master node, and to significantly reduce the size
of the code and data memory used on the sensor node.
Through this decoupling, a single master node is sufficient
for the localization of an entire sensor network, and the
costs are thus reduced.

2.1. Local coordinate system

A GPS location is represented by a latitude k and a lon-
gitude /, which are angular measures from the Equator to
North or South, and Prime Meridian to East or West,
respectively. A relatively simple design for the master node
would have been to use a GPS coordinate system, since ac-
tual GPS and IG locations are represented using GPS coor-
dinates. Due to the relatively small size of a sensor network
(hundreds to a few thousand meters), the use of global (i.e.
GPS) coordinates is very inefficient. The inefficiency stems
from the size of the packets used for passing location infor-
mation – a significant portion of the location is likely to be
the same for all sensor nodes – as well as from the compu-
tational costs encountered when aggregating data, e.g., tri-
angulation of several GPS coordinates for positioning a
target. In order to reduce the aforementioned overhead
we use a local, Cartesian, coordinate system. This local
coordinate system of reference, which uses linear units, is
better suited for WSN, than a global coordinate system.

A local coordinate system is built from a global system,
that uses GPS coordinates, in the following way: the local
system of reference has an origin (called a Reference Point)
specified in terms of global coordinates (GPS coordinates).
The distance between this Reference Point (with coordi-
nates k1 and /1) and another point, with a GPS location
specified by k2 and /2, can be computed as follows [7]:

Distance ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðFlatð/1 � /2ÞÞ

2 þ ðFlonðk1 � k2ÞÞ2
q

ð1Þ

where

Flat ¼
p

180
a2b2

ða2 cos2 /þ b2 sin2 /Þ3=2 þ h

 !
ð2Þ

Flon ¼
p

180
a2

ða2 cos2 /þ b2 sin2 /Þ1=2 þ h

 !
cos / ð3Þ

are conversion factors that represent the distances for 1�
change in latitude and longitude, respectively. The unit of
measure is meter/degree. The parameters in the above for-
mulas are: a = 6,378,137 m, b = 6,356,752.3142 m and h is
the height over the earth ellipsoid. The influence of h on
the conversion factors is minimal and a value of 200 m is
assumed. The X and Y coordinates of the point with a
GPS location specified by k2 and /2 are given by the two
ization and key distribution for wireless sensor networks, Ad Hoc
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Table 1
Cryptographic notations.

Notation Meaning

M The master node
si The ith deployed sensor node
A ? B:msg A sends the msg to B
msg1kmsg2 The concatenation of msg1 and msg2

msg msg in plain text
{msg}k The encryption of msg with k

kD
i

The deployment key distributed to si

KC
i The set of m communication keys, (kC

i;l where l ¼ 1;m)
distributed to si

NID(M) The node id of M
NID(si) The node id of si

KID(k) The key id of k
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additive terms in Eq. (1). The Y-axis of the local coordinate
system is oriented in the North/South direction and the X-
axis in the East/West direction. All variables specified in
Eqs. (1)–(3) (i.e., k, / and h) can be directly obtained from
a commercial GPS device. The result of our design is that
the master node transforms the global coordinates re-
ceived from the GPS device into local coordinates and
broadcasts these local coordinates.

2.2. Attack model and assumptions

2.2.1. Attack model
The goal of an attacker is to mislead sensor nodes into

obtaining false locations and also threaten location-depen-
dent services such as tracking.

We explore three types of WSN attacks which are typ-
ical and the most threatening to localization, namely the
Dolev-Yao attack, the wormhole attack and the GPS-de-
nial attack. The Dolev-Yao and wormhole attacks are the
two main security attacks to which wireless sensor net-
works are very vulnerable [8]. In a Dolev-Yao attack, an
attacker can overhear, intercept, and synthesize any mes-
sage and is only limited by the constraints of the crypto-
graphic methods used [9]. A Dolev-Yao attack
compromises the authenticity, legitimacy and confidenti-
ality of messages. In a wormhole attack, an attacker cre-
ates a link between two distant locations, tunnels
legitimate messages from one end of the link to the other
end, and replays them there. A wormhole attacker at-
tempts to make sensor nodes appear closer than they
really are, violating the communication range constraint.
It is difficult to detect a wormhole attack because the
‘‘victim’’ messages are still legitimate and kept intact. In
a GPS-denial attack, an attacker intermittently jams the
GPS signals. GPS signals are typically used by WSN anchor
nodes (i.e., nodes that know their locations) to obtain
their locations.

There are also other WSN attacks such as the physical
tampering of sensor nodes and the denial-of-service
(DoS) attacks, but they are outside our scope.

2.2.2. Assumptions
We assume that there is an attack-free base station lo-

cated behind the deployment field, where it is secure to
perform any necessary pre-deployment operation, such
as downloading program code and distributing an initial
key to each sensor node. However, the actual deployment
takes place in a two-dimensional infrastructure-less field
consisting of open spaces and heavy woods. We assume
that the GPS signals are not always available during
deployment, either because of temporary lack of Line-of-
Sight GPS signals due to the surrounding environment, or
because of purposeful GPS-denial attacks. As a result, not
all sensor nodes can be localized using the GPS module
alone. We also assume that sensor nodes are close to the
master node when they are deployed. Therefore, it is rea-
sonable for the master to make all the localization and
key distribution decisions and securely inform the sensor
node of its decisions.

We assume that the master node is a powerful node and
it will not be compromised by any attack. We assume that
Please cite this article in press as: Q. Mi et al., Practical and secure local
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the inertial guidance (IG) module is always available and
provides trustworthy readings. We also assume that when
GPS signals are available, they are trustworthy. These
assumptions are reasonable, because an IG module relies
on its own motion and rotation sensors to infer its location,
and a military GPS device usually has anti-spoofing
capabilities.
2.3. Pre-deployment

Secure Walking GPS begins with a pre-deployment
phase, which takes place in the secure base station.
The main goal of pre-deployment is to distribute a
unique deployment key to every sensor node in order to
bootstrap the secure communication between the
master node and each of the sensor nodes during the
deployment.

Cryptographic notations describing our security scheme
are listed in Table 1.

It is best practice to keep the master node turned on
during the entire pre-deployment but allow only one sen-
sor node to be turned on at any time (i.e., so that it can
obtain a deployment key). This not only saves the energy
of sensor nodes, but also prevents potential interference
between sensor nodes. For management purposes, the
master node saves all distributed deployment keys, which
are indexed by their key ids, in a non-volatile memory so
that they are retained even if the master node is turned
off. The master node also maintains a list of <node-id,
deployment-key-id> entries, mapping each distributed
deployment key to a sensor node to which it has been
distributed.

Because the pre-deployment is done in a secure base
station, the distribution of deployment keys is done as
follows:
si ! M : NIDðsiÞkREQ PRE DEPLOYMENT

M ! si : NIDðMÞkkD
i

si ! M : NIDðsiÞkACK PRE DEPLOYMENT

A sensor node si sends a message to the master node M,
containing its node id and a REQ_PRE_DEPLOYMENT re-
ization and key distribution for wireless sensor networks, Ad Hoc
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quest (both of which are in plain text) to request its
deployment key, if it has not successfully obtained one
from M before. When M receives such a request, it checks
whether a deployment key has already been distributed
to si earlier, by checking the <node-id, deployment-key-id>
entries. If no entry maps to si, M generates a new random
deployment key kD

i and sends it to si.1 Meanwhile, M adds
a corresponding <node-id, deployment-key-id> entry for si.
If, on the other hand, M finds out that a deployment key
has been distributed to si earlier, M simply resends that
key to si. This design prevents M from generating and dis-
tributing different deployment keys to si when si is inadver-
tently turned off and on multiple times during pre-
deployment. Once si obtains kD

i , it saves it in a non-volatile
memory for later use and replies to M with an acknowledg-
ment message.

Due to the uniqueness of the deployment keys and the
fact that each of them is known only by the master node
and one sensor node, further messages between the master
node and each sensor node can be encrypted, providing
cryptographic protection for the vulnerable wireless com-
munication during the deployment.
2.4. Deployment

2.4.1. Secure localization
After the preparation in the pre-deployment phase, the

master node and the sensor nodes are taken to the deploy-
ment field. During the deployment, the master node re-
mains turned on. Sensor nodes are in the proximity of
the master node and are, in arbitrary order, turned on
and deployed one after another. A sensor node si commu-
nicates with the master node M using the following secure
protocol to obtain its location and the set of m communica-
tion keys:
si ! M : NIDðsiÞkfREQ DEPLOYMENTgkD
i

M ! si : NIDðMÞ flocationgkD
i

��� ��� kC
i;1; k

C
i;2; . . . ; kC

i;m

n o
kD

i

si ! M : NIDðsiÞkfACK DEPLOYMENTgkD
i

After initialization, si sends a message to M, containing
its node id and a REQ_DEPLOYMENT request. Note that
only the REQ_DEPLOYMENT request is encrypted using
si’s deployment key kD

i . The source id is sent in plain text
in order for the master node to index kD

i from its own
memory and decrypt this request message [10] using it.
Then M replies with messages to si, in which M’s source
id is sent in plain text, but the location and the m commu-
nication keys for si are encrypted using kD

i .2 If si obtains the
desired information, it securely acknowledges success to the
master node.
1 There are a variety of algorithms for key generation, such as a random
generation based on a preloaded seed. We do not focus on the specific
implementation of the key generation algorithm in this work.

2 Depending on the maximum message length, the entire encrypted
payload may be sent over multiple messages.
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Algorithm 1. Location-based key distribution
iza
1:
tion and key di
for all kC
j in P do
2:
 kC
j :state never-distributed
3:
 end for

4:
 S1 = /

5:
 deploy node s1
6:
 KC
1  fm never-distributed keys from Pg
7:
 M transmits key set KC
1 to node s1
8:
 P0  KC
1

9:
 for all kC
j in P0 do
10:
 kC
j :state distributable
11:
 end for

12:
 for i from 2 to n do

13:
 deploy node si
14:
 Si = Si�1 [ {si�1} = {s1,s2, . . . ,si�1}

15:
 KC

i  GET KEYSðSi; P; P
0Þ
16:
 M transmits key set KC
i to node si
17:
 P0  P0 [ KC
i

18:
 for all kC
j in P0 do
19:
 kC
j :state distributable
20:
 end for

21:
 end for
In a WSN deployment using Walking GPS, sensor
nodes are physically close to the master node at the time
of deployment. Therefore, it is reasonable for a sensor
node to take on the master node’s current location, when
the node is deployed. Given the relatively high accuracy
of GPS, locations provided by the GPS module are pre-
ferred. Only when the GPS module fails to work due to
intermittent or temporary loss of GPS signals will the
locations provided by the IG module be used as a backup.
Also note that, since the error of the location estimates
provided by the IG module alone is likely to accumulate
if no remedial measure is taken, IG module needs to be
calibrated periodically with the GPS, whenever the GPS
signals are available.

Through the use of GPS and IG modules, all the sensor
nodes can be localized at deployment time. No further col-
laboration among neighbors is needed for localization. This
eliminates a potential security vulnerability that could oc-
cur if collaboration were needed.

2.4.2. Location-based key distribution
In addition to a location, a set of communication keys

is distributed to each sensor node when it is deployed.
The choice of communication keys that make up this
key set is determined by the master node at deployment
time, based on the estimated locations of the current sen-
sor node and the sensor nodes which have been deployed
earlier. Our key distribution scheme ensures that every
deployed node shares at least one communication key
with one or more of its neighbors, enabling them to com-
municate securely using the shared key(s). Note, while
stribution for wireless sensor networks, Ad Hoc
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our scheme does not guarantee that a sensor node shares
a communication key with every neighbor, it attempts to
allow a sensor node to share communication keys with as
many different neighbors as possible, making it better
connected with its neighbors.

The algorithms for our location-based key distribution
are presented in Algorithms 1 and 2. In the remaining
part of this section, we describe in detail the steps of
these algorithms and how we enforce the following two
rules:

Algorithm 2. GET_KEYS (Si, P, P0)
Pl
N

1:
ease c
etw. (
for j from 1 to i � 1 do

2:
 Calculate di,j = jsi � sjj

3:
 end for

4:
 for j from 1 to i � 1 do

5:
 if M cannot communicate with sj then

6:
 di,j +1

7:
 end if

8:
 end for

9:
 frðlÞjl ¼ 1; i� 1g ¼ PERMUTATEfjjj ¼ 1; i� 1g,

where di;rðlÞ 6 di;rðlþ1Þ
10:
 Si = Ai [ Bi, where
Ai ¼ fsrðjÞ jdi;rðjÞ < r ^M can communicate with sjg
and Bi = Si � Ai
11:
 for l from(jAij + 1)to(jAij + jBij) do

12:
 for n from 1 to m do

13:
 kC

rðlÞ ;n:state non-distributable
14:
 end for

15:
 end for

16:
 num 0

17:
 KC

i  /

18:
 u 1

19:
 while (num < m � 1) ^ ($distributable keys in

P0) ^ (u < i) do

20:
 Di ¼ fkC

rðuÞ ;v jv ¼ 1;m ^ kC
rðuÞ ;v :state ¼ distributableg
21:
 fdðwÞjw ¼ 1; jDijg ¼ PERMUTATEfv jv ¼ 1; jDijg,
where kC

rðuÞ ;dðwÞ :freq P kC
rðuÞ ;dðwþ1Þ

:freqn o

22:
 KC

i  KC
i [ kC

rðuÞ ;dð1Þ
23:
 num num + 1

24:
 if di;rðuÞ P r=2 then

25:
 for w from 1 to j Dij do

26:
 kC

rðuÞ ;dðwÞ :state non-distributable
27:
 end for

28:
 else

29:
 kC

rðuÞ ;dð1Þ :state non-distributable
30:
 end if

31:
 u u + 1

32:
 end while

33:
 KC

i  KC
i [ fðm� numÞ never-distributed

keys from Pg

34:
3

return KC

i

This means that nodes far apart do not share communication keys. This

is important in protecting the WSN against the wormhole attack.
ite this article in press as: Q. Mi et al., Practical and secure local
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Distance Bounding Rule: Two sensor nodes are al-
lowed to share a communication key only if they are phys-
ical neighbors.3

Connectivity Rule: Each sensor node needs to share a
communication key with at least one of its already de-
ployed physical neighbors so as to ensure neighbor
connectivity.

In the proposed Secure Walking GPS, the master node
maintains a large key pool P, from which m communication
keys are carefully chosen and distributed to each sensor
node (note: secure communication is possible with a sen-
sor node by using sensor’s deployment key). Each commu-
nication key in P is randomly generated, unique, and is
indexed by a communication key id. Each communication
key can be in one of three possible states: never-distributed,
distributable and non-distributable. Initially, all have their
states set to never-distributed (Algorithm 1 Lines: 1–3).

The choice of the set of communication keys for the first
sensor node s1 is trivial. The master node simply chooses m
keys with a never-distributed state from P and transmits
them to s1 (Algorithm 1 Lines: 4–7). Then the master node
sets the states of these m keys to distributable so that they
may be shared by sensor nodes which are deployed later
and become s1’s neighbors (Algorithm 1 Lines: 8–11). For
each subsequent sensor node siði ¼ 2;nÞ deployed, the
master node M goes through the following steps to deter-
mine which keys should be transmitted to it (Algorithm
1 Lines: 12–21).

Step 1: Find si’s physical neighbors from the set of sensor
nodes that have already been deployed (Algorithm 2 Lines:
1–10).

M first calculates di,j, the distances between si and sen-
sor nodes sjðj ¼ 1; i� 1) based on their locations reported
by the GPS or IG modules. Then, M attempts to communi-
cate with each of them securely using their respective
deployment keys. If a sensor node sj is unreachable and
does not reply, M updates the corresponding distance di,j

to +1. M sorts these distances in ascending order and par-
titions the set of already deployed nodes Si = {s1,s2, . . . ,si�1}
into Ai and Bi as follows:

Ai ¼ fsrðjÞ jdi;rðjÞ < r ^M can communicate with sjg
Bi ¼ Si � Ai

Note that, due to the actual irregular radio patterns
(which are common in WSNs), some sensor nodes in Bi

may be able to communicate with M as well. However,
we take a conservative approach and only consider the
physical neighbors that lie within si’s theoretical commu-
nication range r.

Step 2: Set the states of all the communication keys
which have been distributed to the sensor nodes in Bi to
non-distributable, in order to satisfy the Distance Bound-
ing Rule (Algorithm 2 Lines: 11–15).

Step 3: Determine which communication keys can be
distributed to si (Algorithm 2 Lines: 16–33).

If si’s closest physical neighbor srð1Þ has only one distrib-
utable communication key, M includes it in si’s communi-
ization and key distribution for wireless sensor networks, Ad Hoc
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cation key set KC
i and sets its state to non-distributable.

Otherwise, if srð1Þ has more than one distributable commu-
nication key, M chooses the one that has been most fre-
quently distributed to si’s physical neighbors in Ai,
includes it in KC

i , and then sets its state to non-distributable.
If the distance between srð1Þ and si is greater than or equal
to r/2, M also changes the states of srð1Þ ’s remaining com-
munication keys to non-distributable. If, however, the dis-
tance between srð1Þ and si is less than r/2, M does not
make this change. This ensures that si shares at most one
communication key with each of its physical neighbors
which are farther than r/2 away, so that si has a better
chance to share communication keys with more physical
neighbors.

After the communication keys of srð1Þ have been consid-
ered, M considers those of si’s second, third, . . . , closest
physical neighbors ðsrð2Þ ; srð3Þ ; . . .Þ until (m � 1) distributable
communication keys from si’s physical neighbors are in-
cluded in KC

i or fewer than (m � 1) such distributable com-
munication keys are available to be included. In either
case, remaining communication keys for si will be chosen
from the never-distributed keys in P to make up KC

i .
Note that M deliberately includes at least one never-dis-

tributed communication key in KC
i so that si may share it

with potential neighbors which have not been deployed.
The above design ensures that every node is able to se-

curely communicate with at least one physical neighbor
using a common communication key without violating
the Distance Bounding Rule.

Step 4: Send the set of m carefully chosen communica-
tion keys to si, securely using si’s deployment key (Algo-
rithm 1 Line: 16).

Step 5: Reset the states of all non-distributable commu-
nication keys to distributable before the next sensor node
is deployed (Algorithm 1 Lines: 17–20).

In our key distribution scheme, the total number of
communication keys which are distributed to each node
is denoted by m, whose value can be specified by the
deployer in the program code. Observe that if m is too
small, the Distance Bounding Rule and the Connectivity
Rule may not be satisfied in arbitrary topology and deploy-
ment order of the sensor nodes. However, if m is too large,
many of the communication keys may be redundant and
take up much memory on resource-constrained sensor
nodes. Therefore, a tradeoff exists between the size of a
communication key set and the performance of the
deployment.

The following theorem gives a theoretical lower bound
for m. For simplicity, we assume that each node has the
same circular communication range.

Theorem 1. Let N be the maximum number of neighbors of
each sensor node, and m be the required number of commu-
nication keys distributed to each sensor node. Assuming that
each node has the same circular communication range, in
order to satisfy the Distance Bounding Rule and the Connec-
tivity Rule in the arbitrary topology and arbitrary order of
deployment, a lower bound of m is given by:

mminðNÞ ¼
N if N 6 5
5 if N P 6

�
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Proof. Before proceeding with the proof, we provide
some intuition behind the choice of intervals (i.e., N 6 5
and N P 6). Assuming ideal conditions where the commu-
nication range is circular and all nodes have equal com-
munication range r, a node s can communicate with any
node that is in the circle centered at s with a radius of
r. If we divide this circle into six equal sectors, then any
two nodes within the same sector can communicate with
each other since their distance will be smaller than r.
Therefore, the lower bound can be at least as small as
6. As we will show later, the lower bound can be further
reduced to 5.

Let N be the maximum number of physical neighbors of
each sensor node. Assume that every sensor node has a
perfect circular communication range of r.

(a) Case N 6 5

Without loss of generality, suppose sensor node S has
N physical neighbors. On the one hand, if each of the N
physical neighbors uses a unique communication key to
communicate with S, the Connectivity Rule is trivially
satisfied. So, mmin(N) 6 N. On the other hand, if these N
physical neighbors are mutually not physical neighbors to
each other, these N nodes are not allowed to share
communication keys by the Distance Bounding Rule
(Consider the extreme case where the N physical neigh-
bors are uniformly distributed on a circle with a center at
S and a radius of (r � �), and � is infinitely small. Each pair
of the physical neighbors are further than r apart.) As a
result, each of the N physical neighbors has to share a
different communication key with S in order to keep
connected to the network. This means that S has at least
N communication keys. So, mmin(N) P N. Therefore,
mmin(N) = N.

(b) Case N P 6

Since mmin(N) is a non-decreasing function of N.

mminðNÞP mminð5Þ ¼ 5

when N P 6.

Therefore, it is a necessary condition to distribute five
communication keys to every sensor node in order to
ensure that the Distance Bounding Rule and Connectivity
Rule can be satisfied in arbitrary cases. Next, we show that
it is also a sufficient condition.

Assume that the N physical neighbors of S are A1, A2, . . . ,
AN. We show that we can always group them into six
mutually exclusive and exhaustive sets P1, P2, P3, P4, P5 and
Q, where there always exists a feasible key distribution
scheme for these N physical neighbors with the size of
their key sets being 5, which satisfies the Distance Bonding
Rule and the Connectivity Rule.

Without loss of generality, choose an arbitrary physical
neighbor and denote it as A1. Draw a radial from S to A1 and
sweep this radial clockwise with its end fixed at S. The
subscripts of the remaining physical neighbors are
assigned in the order that this radial hits them sequen-
tially. Define dAiSAj as the angle for the radial SAi to sweep
to the radial SAj in a clockwise fashion.

P1 is defined as follows:
ization and key distribution for wireless sensor networks, Ad Hoc
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P1 ¼

A1;A2; . . . ;Ai1 j dA1SAi1 6
p
3 ^ dA1SAi1þ1 >

p
3

n o
;

if dA1SAN > p
3

fA1;A2; . . . ;ANg; if dA1SAN 6
p
3

8>>><>>>:
If dA1SAN > p

3, then $i1, such that

dA1SAi1 6
p
3
^ dA1SAi1þ1 >

p
3

Since dAi ;Aj
< rð1 6 i; j 6 i1; i–jÞ, all the nodes in P1 are

allowed to share a communication key with S, say kC
S;1.

If dA1SAN 6
p
3, then P2, P3, P4, P5, and Q become empty

sets. In this case, it is sufficient to distribute five commu-
nication keys to each sensor node.

When dA1SAN > p
3, we further define P2 in a similar way:

P2 ¼

Ai1þ1;Ai1þ2; . . . ;Ai2 j dAi1 SAi2 6
p
3 ^

n
dAi1 SAi2þ1 >

p
3

o
; if dAi1 SAN > p

3

fAi1þ1;Ai1þ2; . . . ;ANg; if dAi1 SAN 6
p
3

8>>>><>>>>:
All the nodes in P2 are allowed to share another com-

munication key with S, say kC
S;2.

If dAi1 SAN 6
p
3, then P3, P4, P5, and Q become empty sets.

In this case, it is sufficient to distribute five communication
keys to each sensor node.

When dAi1
SAN > p

3, we further define P3 in a similar way.
If we repeat this process, we can define at most five

mutually exclusive (but not necessarily exhaustive) sets P1,
P2, P3, P4, P5. We are unable to define six such sets, because
if we were able to, then:dA1SAi1þ1 þ dAi1þ1SAi2þ1 þ dAi2þ1SAi3þ1 þ dAi3þ1SAi4þ1

þ dAi4þ1SAi5þ1 þ dAi5þ1SAi6þ1

> 6� p
6
¼ 2p

which is contradictory.
If i5 is still smaller than N, we can define

Q ¼ fAi5þ1;Ai5þ2; . . . ;ANg

Since:

dA1SAi1þ1 þ dAi1þ1SAi2þ1 þ dAi2þ1SAi3þ1 þ dAi3þ1SAi4þ1 þ dAi4þ1SAi5þ1 >
5p
3

we have:

dAi5þ1SA1 < 2p� 5p
3
¼ p

3

Therefore:

dAi ;Aj
< r and dAi ;A1 < r; for i5 þ 1 6 i; j 6 N; i – j

This means that all the nodes in Q can share any of A1’s
communication keys other than kC

S;1 in order to keep
connected.

In summary, physical neighbors in Pi securely commu-
nicate with S using one of kC

si
(i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5), while the

physical neighbors in Q securely communicate with A1

using a communication key that is different from kC
si

. Five
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communication keys are sufficient for all the sensor nodes
and the Distance Bounding Rule and the Connectivity Rule
are both satisfied. h

Note that the simplifying assumption of circular com-
munication range is used in the theorem only to provide
the reader with a general feel for how many communica-
tion keys each sensor node should obtain and whether
they fit on resource-constrained sensor nodes. According
to this theorem, five communication keys suffice in the
ideal case. Even in real environments where the radio pat-
tern is irregular, we do not expect mmin to increase much
beyond five. Our empirical evaluation results in Section
4.2.4 confirm this conclusion.

2.5. Post-deployment

After the deployment, each sensor node has obtained its
location and a set of communication keys from the master
node. Then each sensor begins to discover its useful
neighbors, which are within their actual communication
ranges and share at least one communication key. To do
so, every sensor node broadcasts messages which are en-
crypted using each of its communication keys. If a sensor
node can hear a message from another sensor node and de-
crypt the message using one of its own communication
keys, these two sensor nodes are useful neighbors. So this
sensor node replies to the other node with a message
which is encrypted with the same communication key.
After both sensor nodes discover each other as new use-
ful neighbors, subsequent communication between them
is encrypted using any of their shared communication
keys.

Some attackers may monitor encrypted messages
between two sensor nodes and attempt to recover the
key used to encrypt these messages by studying the
encryption patterns. Therefore, if two neighboring nodes
share two or more communication keys, they can encrypt
each message using a key that is randomly chosen from
among all shared communication keys instead of encrypt-
ing every message with the same shared communication
key. Doing so can further confuse the attackers’ judgment
and defeat their attempt to figure out a correct key. It is
important to mention that no matter how sophisticated
an encryption technique is, it is subject to be compro-
mised. Randomizing communication keys helps add a sec-
ond layer of security.

2.6. A key deployment example

In this subsection we briefly give an example of our
proposed location-based key distribution scheme. Our
example is depicted in Fig. 2 and is further described
below.

Let’s assume that the communication range of each
sensor node is regular and that M distributes a set of five
communication keys to each sensor node when it is de-
ployed. Also assume that s1, s2, s3, and s4 (shown as solid
dots with their key sets in curly braces) have already been
deployed. When s5 (shown in the hollow dot) is being
deployed, the master node M determines which
communication keys can constitute s5’s key set KC

5. For
ization and key distribution for wireless sensor networks, Ad Hoc
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Fig. 2. Example for the location-based key distribution process (keys in ‘‘italic’’: non-distributable keys, and keys in ‘‘bold’’: the distributable key chosen to be
included in KC

5 at this step.)
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reference, the dashed circle is centered at s5 with a radius
of r/2, while the solid concentric circle has a radius of r.

Since only s4 is outside s5’s communication range,
A5 = {s1, s2, s3} and B5 = {s4}. M sets each key in KC

4 to non-
distributable to prevent potential wormhole attacks. Since
s2 is s5’s closest neighbor and k6 in KC

2 has been the most
frequently distributed to both s2 and s3, k6 is included in
KC

5 (as shown in Fig. 2a). Since d5,2 < r/2, M only sets k6 to
non-distributable and keeps the remaining keys in KC

2 as
distributable.

As shown in Fig. 2b, M checks KC
3, the communication

key set of s5’s second closest neighbor s3. Since k6 and
k10 have been set to non-distributable, only k7, k11, and
k12 are available distributable keys. Since k7 has been
more frequently distributed than the other two, k7 is in-
cluded in KC

5. Then, M sets k7 to non-distributable before
checking KC

1, the communication key set of the third
closest neighbor s1. Among the distributable keys in
KC

1; k1 has been the most frequently distributed key (to
both s1 and s2). Therefore, k1 is also included in KC

5, as
shown in Fig. 2c. Since d5,1 P r/2, every key in KC

1 is set
to non-distributable.

As depicted in Fig. 2d, after each of s5’s neighbors have
been checked, M chooses from P two additional never-dis-
tributed keys to include in KC

5 so that it contains 5 keys.
Finally, M transmits KC

5 to s5 and sets the states of all
previously distributed keys, i.e., k1, k2, . . . , k18, back to
distributable before the next sensor node is deployed.
Please cite this article in press as: Q. Mi et al., Practical and secure local
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3. Security analysis

In this section we present the security analysis of Se-
cure Walking GPS with respect to Dolev-Yao and Worm-
hole attacks.

It is worth noting noise/interference effects on Secure
Walking GPS. In the pre-deployment phase, we can assume
that they are negligible since pre-deployment occurs in a
secure base/area. When key distribution takes place during
the actual deployment, if the messages between the mas-
ter node and the sensor nodes are corrupt or lost, in addi-
tion to link layer retransmissions, the nodes can always be
programmed to indicate the failure to the deployer (e.g.,
via LED) and auto-retry their communication until it suc-
ceeds. If it is impossible to have successful communication,
the spot is probably non-deployable. In this case, the
deployer can select another nearby spot for deployment.
Nevertheless, noise/interference might affect the deploy-
ment completion time. Note also that it is unlikely that
the sensors mistake a tampered message for a legitimate
one, because all messages are encrypted using preset
deployment keys.
3.1. Resistance to Dolev-Yao attack

According to our assumption, the secure base station is
attack-free. Therefore, a deployer can be assured that
ization and key distribution for wireless sensor networks, Ad Hoc
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legitimate program code is downloaded and that unique
deployment key is distributed to each sensor node. Each
unique deployment key is known only by the master node
and one of the sensor nodes.

During the deployment, all the messages transmitted
between the master node and the sensor nodes are en-
crypted using their respective deployment keys. Transmit-
ted messages include a request message from each sensor
node and a message from the master node containing the
location and communication key set of the deployed sen-
sor node. Since a Dolev-Yao attacker does not have a legit-
imate key, it is unable to decrypt legitimate messages and
steal sensitive information from them. The attacker is un-
able to inject false messages either, because these false
messages are not encrypted using proper keys and will,
therefore, be simply dropped by sensor nodes. Similarly,
the post-deployment neighbor discovery process and all
subsequent communication between neighbors are en-
crypted using legitimate communication keys. Therefore,
a Dolev-Yao attacker is not a significant threat.

Even if an attacker obtains a legitimate deployment or
communication key by chance, its impact is limited be-
cause either one is distributed to and shared by only a
small number of sensor nodes within a local region accord-
ing to the Distance Bounding Rule.

3.2. Resistance to wormhole attack

A wormhole attacker deliberately launches this attack
to replay legitimate messages at a remote point away from
its origin, which violates the communication range con-
straint. A wormhole attack does not do much harm if the
replay point and the origin of the tunneled message are
close. In Secure Walking GPS, the master node and each
of the sensor nodes are very close during the deployment.
Therefore, a wormhole attack that occurs at this time (i.e., a
wormhole attacks against the localization) would have
limited effect.

For post-deployment inter-node communication, the
Distance-Bounding Rule ensures that sensor nodes which
are geographically located beyond their communication
ranges do not share a communication key. If a node re-
ceives a message from a remote node which is tunneled
through a wormhole link, it cannot process this message
since it does not have a proper shared communication
key to decrypt it. As a result, this message will be simply
dropped.

Since the locations provided by the master node are not
perfectly accurate, a location estimated by the master node
may differ from the actual location. Consequently, the
master node may consider two sensor nodes whose dis-
tance is a little greater than their communication range
to be physical neighbors and distribute shared communi-
cation keys to them, resulting in a potential wormhole link.
However, this vulnerability is insignificant. First, since pri-
orities are given to the communication keys shared by clo-
ser neighbors when the master node determines each
communication key set, it is less likely for two sensor
nodes which are barely neighbors to share a communica-
tion key. Therefore, the number of potential wormhole
links is relatively low, which means that it is difficult for
Please cite this article in press as: Q. Mi et al., Practical and secure local
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a wormhole attacker to exploit such vulnerability. Second,
even if an attacker launches a wormhole attack through
one of the potential wormhole links, it causes limited
threat since the replayed message is only tunneled to some
point that is a little farther away from its legitimate reach.

In summary, our Secure Walking GPS scheme effec-
tively reduces the impact of the wormhole attack on a
WSN.
4. Performance evaluation

For our performance evaluation, we consider the fol-
lowing metrics: (1) the localization error obtained when
using Secure Walking GPS; (2) the impact of distributing
neighborhood keys on nodes communicating with their
neighbors; (3) how successful is Secure Walking GPS in
preventing the creation of wormholes (i.e., through its
neighborhood key distribution); (4) scalability of Secure
Walking GPS; and (5) overhead of our solution. It is worth
mentioning that the presence of wormholes (a few might
be established, despite our neighborhood keys) will not af-
fect localization accuracy, since nodes obtain their loca-
tions directly from the master node, and not through
node-to-node communication. The aforementioned met-
rics of interest, are further described below.

Let p be the probability that GPS signals are available to
the master node during the deployment. Let SGPS and SIG be
the sets of sensor nodes which are localized by the GPS
module and by the IG module, respectively. The total num-
ber of sensor nodes n is equal to jSGPSj + jSIGj. Also let (xi, yi)
be the reported location of sensor node si by the master
node and xreal

i ; yreal
i

� �
be its real location.

The average localization error is defined by the cumula-
tive localization error of all the sensor nodes divided by the
total number of sensor nodes and can be expressed by:

errAVG ¼
X

si2SGPS[SIG

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xi � xreal

i

� �2 þ yi � yreal
i

� �2
q !,

n

Since part of the average localization error comes from
the GPS module and the other part comes from the IG mod-
ule, we can further express the average localization error in
terms of the average GPS localization error errAVG�GPS and
the average IG localization error errAVG�IG as follows.

errAVG ¼ jSGPSj �

P
si2SGPS

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xi � xreal

i

� �2 þ yi � yreal
i

� �2
q

jSGPSj

0BBB@

þjSIGj �

P
si2SIG

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xi � xreal

i

� �2 þ yi � yreal
i

� �2
q

jSIGj

1CCCA
,

n

¼ jSGPSj � errAVG�GPS þ jSIGj � errAVG�IG

n
� p � errAVG�GPS

þ ð1� pÞ � errAVG�IG ¼ f ðp; errAVG�GPS; errAVG�IGÞ

For a large-scale wireless sensor network, errAVG�GPS

and errAVG�IG approximate the nominal localization accu-
racies of the GPS and the IG modules over which we have
no control. Since the GPS module is often more accurate
ization and key distribution for wireless sensor networks, Ad Hoc
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Fig. 4. Performance of the grid deployment with single deployer.
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than the IG module, the above expression suggests that the
average localization error is approximately a decreasing
linear function of the GPS availability probability p.

Ideally, if a sensor node can communicate with all of its
physical neighbors using some communication key, the ra-
tio of the number of its useful neighbors to the number of
its physical neighbors is 1. In reality, since two physical
neighbors may not necessarily share a communication
key and the fact that physical neighbors may not be able
to communicate due to localization errors, this ratio is usu-
ally less than 1. The closer this ratio is to 1, the better a
sensor node is connected with its neighbors. We define
the average of such ratios for all sensor nodes as average
neighbor connectivity Nc:

Nc ¼
Xn

i¼1

# of si’s useful neighbors
# of si’s physical neighbors

 !
=n

This average reflects the degree to which neighboring
sensor nodes in the WSN are inter-connected when they
are allowed. If two sensor nodes share a communication
key and their distance is smaller than their actual commu-
nication ranges (which may be different in two directions
due to the irregularity and asymmetry of wireless radio
patterns), there exists a legitimate link between them. If
two sensor nodes share a communication key and their
distance is greater than the theoretical communication
range r, there exists a potential wormhole link between
them. On the one hand, the total number of legitimate links
is another indicator of neighbor connectivity, because the
greater it is, the higher the chance neighboring sensor
nodes can communicate. On the other hand, the total num-
ber of wormhole links and the percentage of the total number
of potential wormhole links to the total number of legitimate
links reflect the impact of potential wormhole attacks. A
small percentage suggests that the impact of a wormhole
attack is not severe to the network.

4.1. System evaluation

The proposed localization scheme requires that the
deployer has a master node attached to it. We built a pro-
totype master node that can be worn during deployment.
This prototype consists of a GPS device mounted on top
of a bicycle helmet. The GPS device is connected through
and RS232 cable to the master node that is attached with
a velcro to a wristband. Fig. 3 illustrates the prototype.

For the GPS device, we used the eTrex Legend device.
The GPS device is WAAS (wide-area augmentation system)
enabled, and it provides updated location information with
high accuracy (error less than 3 m), at a rate of 1 Hz. Our
choice to use a commercial GPS device for experiments
was due to its ease of use and seamless integration. More
sophisticated and better integrated, but more expensive,
solutions are readily available today (e.g., Miniature Iner-
tial Navigation Unit GPS 3DM-GX3-35 from Microstrain).
We implemented our localization scheme in nesC (approx-
imately 1500 lines of code) for the TinyOS operating sys-
tem. For the master node, the total code size was
approximately 17 KB and the data size was 595 bytes.
The code size for the sensor nodes module was 972 bytes
Please cite this article in press as: Q. Mi et al., Practical and secure local
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and the data size was 117 bytes. For sensor nodes we used
Micaz motes.

The localization accuracy of the proposed localization
solution, when only the GPS device is used, was evaluated
in an open field. For an easier estimate of the localization
error, we marked a 6 � 5 grid on the ground and we
deployed the sensor motes in this grid. We want to
emphasize the fact that the deployment being done in a
grid was not used in any way during our localization. A
deployment in any other regular geometric shape could
have been performed. We used a grid because it was easy
to create and it was easier to visually assess the
performance.

In the experiments that follow, we provide numeric
localization errors by performing a manual best fit of a
strict grid with unit 10 m, to the experimental data. It is
critical in understanding the following experimental re-
sults to note that the average location errors are not with
respect to the ‘‘ground truth’’ location, but rather are rela-
tive to the known geometry of the deployment grid.

4.1.1. Single deployer
In this experiment we evaluated the localization accu-

racy from a deployment consisting of 30 MicaZ motes, in
the aforementioned grid. Each node was turned on at its
place of deployment, right before being deployed. The
experimental results are shown in Fig. 4. The average
ization and key distribution for wireless sensor networks, Ad Hoc
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localization error obtained from fitting a grid to the exper-
imental data is 0.8 m with a standard deviation of 0.5 m.
From Fig. 4, as well as from the numerical results of the
localization error, it can be observed a remarkably good
fit. In this deployment type the errors are only due to the
estimation of the global coordinate, done by the GPS
hardware.

4.1.2. Dual deployer
The purpose of this experiment was to evaluate the per-

formance of the proposed localization scheme when using
two commercial GPS devices (the same model). A GPS de-
vice, as any other hardware device is dependent on calibra-
tion. Even after stringent calibration procedures, some
variability in the indicated location is expected. From the
direct reading of the global GPS location as shown by
two GPS devices positioned next to each other, differences
on the order of 1/1000 of a minute and sometimes even
1/100 of a minute, were observed. It was anticipated that
these differences will contribute to an even larger localiza-
tion error.

The deployment in this experiment was done along the
length of the grid field (lines containing 6 motes). Three of
the vertical lines (the middle and the two extreme ones)
were deployed using one of the GPS devices, the other
two vertical lines were deployed using the second GPS de-
vice. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 5.

The localization error obtained from our fitting of a grid
to the experimental data is 1.6 m with a standard deviation
of 0.9 m. In this deployment scenario, the average localiza-
tion error is the largest. In addition to the errors encoun-
tered in previous experiments, here, the GPS device
calibration has an additional contribution. When compar-
ing the results of this experiment with the previous one,
in which only one GPS device was used, it can be observed
that the effect the device calibration has on location error
was relatively small, of about 0.8 m.

4.2. Simulations

For investigating the accuracy (from the inclusion of the
IG system) and robustness of Secure Walking GPS against
attacks, we performed simulations. For our simulations
we adopt the parameters of a real WSN surveillance sys-
tem that we had experience with [2]. A large-scale sensor
Fig. 5. Performance of the grid deployment with dual deployer.
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network of n sensor nodes is deployed in an outdoor field
where the GPS signals are available to the master node
with a probability p. This means that about p � 100% of
the nodes will be localized by the GPS module and about
(1 � p) � 100% will be localized by the IG module. Let
the number of communication keys that each node obtains
from the master node be 5, and assume that these keys can
always be transmitted from the master node to each de-
ployed sensor node during the deployment. Let the locali-
zation error of the GPS module be uniformly distributed
U(�1.5, 1.5) m. The localization error of the IG module is
a combined result of the error of degree estimation by
the rotation sensors and the error of timely movement
detection by the motion sensors. Let the rotation sensor er-
ror be uniformly distributed U(�10, 10)�, and the motion
sensor error result in a reduction of distance estimation
of the deployer’s path between consecutive sensor nodes
which is uniformly distributed U(0, 3) m. Let the regular
communication range of each sensor node r be 30 m. When
we consider irregular radio ranges (to evaluate the impact
of an asymmetric radio on our proposed secure localization
and key distribution scheme), the communication range of
a sensor node, in each 1� direction, is uniformly distributed
U(15, 45) m.
4.2.1. Line deployment
First, we consider a line deployment wherein a deployer

roughly follows a line and deploys sensor nodes at desired
locations. Fig. 6a gives an example of such a deployment,
where the dashed line represents the deployment line, so-
lid dots represent deployed sensor nodes, and arrows rep-
resent the deployer’s path.

We simulate a deployment of 500 sensor nodes with
the same regular radio pattern. The horizontal spacing be-
tween sensor nodes is normally distributed N (10, 2) m,
and the vertical offset of each sensor node from the deploy-
ment line is normally distributed N (0, 2) m. We evaluate
the performance of our scheme at p = 0.75, 0.80, 0.85,
0.90, 0.95, 1.00. For each p, we performed 30 simulations
(b)
Fig. 6. A line deployment (a), and a grid deployment (b).
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Fig. 7. Performance of the line deployment with regular radio.
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and calculated the average localization error, average
neighbor connectivity, the total number of legitimate links,
and the total number of potential wormhole links. Mean
values with one standard deviations for each of these met-
rics are plotted in Fig. 7.

As shown in Fig. 7a, the average localization errors are
between 0.72 m and 1.18 m. We observe a decrease in both
the mean and the standard deviation of the average local-
ization error as p increases. While the decrease in mean is
because more nodes can be localized using the more accu-
rate GPS module, the decrease in the standard deviation is
explained by the fact that the smaller the portion of the
nodes which are localized using the IG module, the less
the impact of its cumulative errors due to more often cal-
ibrations with the GPS module during the deployment.
The average localization error curve is roughly linear,
which confirms that it is a linear function of p given an
average GPS localization error and an average IG localiza-
tion error. Fig. 7b shows the average neighbor connectivity
with respect to p. The average neighbor connectivity
ranges between [0.72, 0.97] and is an increasing function
of p, reflecting the impact of location errors on the key dis-
tribution decisions. Fig. 7c depicts the total number of
legitimate links in the WSN versus the total number of po-
tential wormhole links. Compared with that of legitimate
links (ranging between 2040 and 2100), the number of po-
tential wormhole links is extremely low (below 50). There-
fore, a wormhole attacker has only a chance of about 2.5%
of successfully exploiting a potential wormhole link and
establishing a wormhole attack. Even if a wormhole attack
occurs, its impact will be small, due to the Distance
Bounding Rule.
((a)
Fig. 8. Performance of the grid dep
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4.2.2. Grid deployment
Next, we consider a grid deployment wherein a

deployer walks back and forth horizontally through the
grid and deploys sensor nodes at desired locations.
Fig. 6b gives an example of a small grid deployment to
illustrate how the deployer traversed the grid for the
deployment. In this figure, dashed lines represent the bor-
ders of the grids, solid dots represent deployed sensor
nodes, and arrows represent the deployer’s path.

Assume that 500 sensor nodes with the same regular
radio pattern are going to be deployed in a grid fashion.
Let the horizontal spacing between sensor nodes be nor-
mally distributed N (10, 2), and let the vertical offset of
each sensor node from each horizontal deployment line
be normally distributed N (0, 2). We performed 30 simula-
tions for each p = 0.75, 0.80, 0.85, 0.90, 0.95, and 1.00. We
plot our results with mean values and one standard devia-
tion error bars in Fig. 8.

From Fig. 8a, the mean value of the average localization
error drops from 1.33 m to 0.73 m, as p increases from 0.75
to 1.00. There is also an observable decrease in the stan-
dard deviation as well. The average localization error curve
is roughly linear with p. In Fig. 8b, the average neighbor
connectivity is as high as 0.97 when p = 1.00. However, it
drops to about 0.68 when p = 0.75. Since our key distribu-
tion scheme attempts to be fair to every neighbor, sensor
nodes will have more useful neighbors in a grid deploy-
ment. However, the number of shared keys per neighbor
will be smaller. Therefore, the combined effect does not
cause a significant change in the total number of legitimate
links. This is confirmed from the result in Fig. 8c that the
total number of legitimate links ranges between 2050
(c)b)
loyment with regular radio.
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Fig. 9. Performance of the scaled deployment deployment with regular radio (n = 500, 1000).
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and 2100. However, the total number of potential worm-
hole links grows to about 250 when p drops to 0.75, due
to more localization errors.
4.2.3. Scalability
We evaluated the performance of Secure Walking GPS

as the size of a deployed WSN increases. We perform sim-
ulations with the total number of sensor nodes being 1000
in a grid deployment with the same regular radio pattern,
at p = 0.75, 0.80, 0.85, 0.90, 0.95, and 1.00, and compared
the results with those in Section 4.2.1. Mean values with
one standard deviations for each of the metrics are plotted
in Fig. 9. From this figure, we observe that the average
localization error and average neighbor connectivity are al-
most the same for n = 500 and n = 1000. Therefore, the
curves corresponding to different n are quite close to each
other both in Fig. 9a and b. In Fig. 9c, the total number of
legitimate links and the total number of potential worm-
hole links increase proportionally with n, the size of the
WSN. These results indicate that our scheme is scalable
for large-scale WSN deployments.
4.2.4. Radio irregularity
Finally, we performed simulations to explore the impact

of irregular radio pattern in a grid deployment. The simu-
lation settings were the same as those in Section 4.2.2, ex-
cept that the communication range of each sensor node in
each direction was uniformly distributed U(15, 45) m.

The results showed that the irregular radio patterns
could reduce the average neighbor connectivity, the total
number of legitimate links and the total number of worm-
hole links: the average localization error range was [0.73,
1.31] m. The average neighbor connectivity ranges be-
tween [0.52, 0.85]. The total number of legitimate links is
between [1627, 1740], and the total number of potential
wormhole links is between [222, 17]. In our 30 runs of
the simulation, we have not encountered any (worst) case
where more than five communication keys are required for
each sensor node to establish neighbor connectivity.
4.3. Overhead

The overhead of our Secure Walking GPS scheme is low
in several aspects.
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4.3.1. Hardware overhead
The only additional hardware used is the GPS and IG

modules, whose costs are fixed and occur only once. Since
the size of the sensor network can be arbitrarily large and
the hardware can be reused for multiple deployments, the
amortized hardware overhead is negligible.

4.3.2. Communication overhead
In pre-deployment and post-deployment, all nodes

communicate in a ‘‘request-reply’’ fashion, thus transmit-
ting the minimum necessary number of messages and con-
suming as little energy as possible. Encrypting every
message could lead to an increase in the total number of
necessary messages transmitted in the sensor network
after the deployment. For example, instead of broadcasting
the messages, two physical neighbors may have to use
intermediate neighbors to route their messages, when they
do not directly share a communication key. However, we
are willing to trade this increase for security.

4.3.3. Storage overhead
To enable cryptography, each sensor node needs to

store 1 deployment key (for communication with the mas-
ter node) and m communication keys (for communication
with its neighbors). If each key is 16 bytes long, the re-
quired amount of memory on each sensor node to store
them is only 16 � (m + 1) bytes, which is small and ade-
quately fits well on most of today’s sensor nodes. Evaluat-
ing the tradeoff between the size of the communication
keys and the performance of the deployment would re-
quire an implementation of a realistic WSN application.
Due to the diversity of WSN applications, is it difficult to
precisely measure an ‘‘average’’ effect of communication
keys on application performance. Instead, we indicate that
the communication keys in Secure Walking GPS require
less storage than similar, state of art solutions [11].

Additionally, the number of keys managed by the mas-
ter node is roughly proportional to the number of sensor
nodes. However, this is not a problem for a typical master
node, which should be able to support the necessary mem-
ory needs.

5. Related work

WSNs are inherently vulnerable to various attacks due
to the insecure nature of wireless communication and
ization and key distribution for wireless sensor networks, Ad Hoc
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the severe resource constraints on sensor nodes. As a re-
sult, determining node locations in a hostile environment
is challenging.

Sequence-based localization is an approach to resisting
attacks on ranging results in wireless networks. Specifi-
cally, a deployment area is divided into non-overlapping
subregions by the perpendicular bisectors for the anchor
pairs. Each subregion is assigned a unique sequence code
word that represents the relative distance ranking of each
anchor; and each node is mapped to a subregion once its
estimate or measured distances to anchors are available.
Observe that if the number of valid sequence code words
is considerably smaller than the total number of possible
sequence code words, robust detection of attacks and cor-
rection of location errors in the sequences can be achieved.
The performance of sequenced-based localization is largely
dependent on the number of anchors.

Capkun proposed two mechanisms for secure localiza-
tion in wireless networks [12]. The first one, Verifiable
Multilateration, enables secure computation and verifica-
tion of locations based on distance bounding and authenti-
cated ranging protocols. The second one, Secure
Localization with Hidden Base stations, makes use of the
unpredictability of base station locations to enable secure
localization. Both mechanisms require hardware support
such as high clock precision and complex base station
infrastructure. Therefore, they may face challenges in re-
source-constrained sensor networks.

In [13], Park and Shin presented an attack-tolerant local-
ization protocol, Verification for Iterative Localization
(VeIL). Localization is achieved using a profile manager that
adaptively tracks the profile of normal localization behavior
and an attack detector that detects attacks by iteratively ver-
ifying location announcements via comparison against the
normal profile. However, if the number of anchors is small,
or the anchors are non-trustworthy, or the ranging accuracy
is low, the performance of VeIL is likely to degrade.

Lazos and Poovendran proposed a range-independent
localization algorithm called SeRLoc in [14]. Using message
encryption, the properties of sector uniqueness and com-
munication range violation, and the Attach to Closer Loca-
tor Algorithm, sensor nodes can determine their locations
during wormhole attacks, sybil attacks, and compromised
sensors. As a successor to SeRLoc, HiRLoc [15] achieves pas-
sive sensor localization based on beacon information trans-
mitted from the locators with improved resolution at the
cost of increased computational complexity and communi-
cation. In both SeRLoc and HiRLoc, locators are assumed to
be trusted and have known locations. However, they are of-
ten the actual targets in a real attack.

Liu et al. proposed two methods to achieve attack-resis-
tant beacon-based location estimation in sensor networks
in [16]. The first method, attack-resistant Minimum Mean
Square Estimation, identifies malicious location references
by examining the inconsistency among location references
and removes malicious data. The second method quantizes
the deployment field into grids and has each location refer-
ence vote on the cells where a node may reside. These two
methods work under the assumptions that the majority of
location references are benign and ranging is accurate,
which may not always hold in hostile environments.
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Sequence-based localization is an approach to resisting
attacks on ranging results in wireless networks [17]. The
performance of sequenced-based localization is largely
dependent on the number of anchors. In [18], Li et al. devel-
oped two robust statistical methods to make localization
attack-tolerant. These two methods assume that legitimate
distance or signal strength measurements outnumber mali-
cious readings. However, in a sophisticated attack such as
the wormhole attack, legitimate measurements may be
outnumbered.

Shokri et al. designed a secure neighbor verification
protocol with a proof-of-concept implementation on Crick-
et motes [19]. The protocol involves ranging, neighbor ta-
ble exchange, and geometric link verification and has
been demonstrated to be effective against the wormhole
attack. However, it requires that each sensor node has spe-
cial hardware to perform ranging and be synchronized to
microsecond order with each other, which may be difficult
to apply to large-scale deployments where cost becomes
an issue.

Secure communication between legitimate nodes can
be achieved by encrypting and authenticating the mes-
sages using keys. As a result, many works have been dedi-
cated to efficient key distribution in a WSN.

In the probabilistic pairwise key predistribution scheme
[20] by Eschenauer, each node is preassigned a random set
of k keys from a large key pool P. This scheme may require
the key manager and sensor nodes to have a large storage
capacity in order to hold the keys. In addition, this scheme
cannot guarantee that a node will always share a key with
a neighbor. In [21], Camtepe and Yener proposed a deter-
ministic implementation of Eschenauer’s scheme. Each
node still receives a subset of keys from a key pool P. How-
ever, rather than choosing each subset randomly, the sub-
sets are constructed to guarantee that each node pair share
a key and each key in P appears in the same number of key
subsets. The difficulty of this scheme is that the number of
nodes must be known in advance when key subsets are
generated.

Liu and Ning proposed two location-based pairwise key
establishment schemes for static sensor networks [22].
Their schemes have a high probability to establish direct
keys between neighbors. However, not only are expected
node locations required to be known before key establish-
ment, but specific nodes also need to be correctly placed
at their expected locations. These two requirements
impose substantial manual work before and during the
deployment.

In [23], the authors formalized the modeling of
wormhole links using the graph theory and presented
two mechanisms to defend against the wormhole attacks.
However, their centralized mechanism requires that all
node locations be known in advance to a central authority
before key distribution and their decentralized mechanism
uses multiple special guard nodes where their locations
must be determined in some way and they share a global
key that is assumed not to be compromisable.

While keys are prepopulated before the deployment in
the previous works, Kuo et al. proposed Message-In-A-Bot-
tle (MIB) [24], a scheme to securely deploy keys to sensor
nodes inside a shielded Faraday cage during the
ization and key distribution for wireless sensor networks, Ad Hoc
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deployment. Techniques such as key segmentation, activa-
tion, and verification are employed to defeat the Dolev-Yao
attacks. Nevertheless, this deployment scheme requires
much human interaction.

This article extends the results reported in [1,25] with a
formal proof for the theorem that gives the lower bound on
the number of keys to be distributed on a sensor nodes, a
clarifying example, and more extensive security analysis
and performance evaluations.
6. Conclusions

In this article, we presented the design and evaluation
of Secure Walking GPS, an integral solution for secure
localization and location-based key distribution in large-
scale and manually deployed WSNs. Secure Walking GPS
is practical and low-cost, requires minimal human interac-
tion during the deployment, and makes the deployed WSN
resistant to the Dolev-Yao, the wormhole, and the GPS-
denial attacks.

In our current version of Secure Walking GPS, the com-
munication among neighbors is mostly unicast or multi-
cast since not all neighbors have the communication key
to decrypt any legitimate message that they can hear. We
plan to consider the distribution of ‘‘neighborhood keys’’
in our next step so that broadcast communication in the
presence of attacks can also be supported in a secure way.
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